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Q.CODE : B1249 
Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
  
Q1  Answer the following questions: Short answer type (2 x 10) 

 a) Why carding is called “heart of spinning”?  
 b) Explain 2 types of card waste and their causes.  
 c) Differentiate between spun yarn and filament yarn.  
 d) What is “noil”? Define mathematically.  
 e) State the function of DRAW FRAME.  
 f) Define the function of ring and traveler in ring spinning machine.  
 g) Methods of mixing and blending.  
 h) Discuss the different properties of sewing thread.  
 i) Mention the features of chute feed system.  
 j) Classify the different types of spinning machines you know.  
    

Q2 a) Discuss the operational mechanism of air jet spinning with neat sketch. (5) 
 b) Draw a flow chart in spinning section. Write input and output of each process 

involved in spinning section. 
(5) 

    
Q3 a) Briefly explain the process sequence of comber with neat diagram. 

 
(5) 

 b) Write down the objectives of comber with explanation. (5) 
    

Q4 a) State the path of material through different parts of ring spinning machine? 
Describe with neat diagram. 

(5) 

 b) How shifting of cone drum belt and bobbin rail movement influence the shape 
of package formation in roving frames? 

(5) 

    
Q5 a) Explain the operational mechanism of DREF-3 with neat diagram. (5) 

 b) State the advantages and disadvantages of friction spinning. (5) 
    

Q6 a) Discuss the different types of top arm loading systems. Explain each detail. (5) 
 b) Differentiate between ring spinning and rotor spinning mechanism (5) 
    

Q7 a) With brief explanation aboutcombing cycle with neat sketch. (5) 
 b) What are the differences between properties of envelope twisted yarn and 

open end twisted yarn? 
(5) 

    
Q8 a) Enumerate working principle and process parameters of ring doublers. (5) 

 b) Write short notes on open and close loop type autolevellers. (5) 
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